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A good portfolio is the perfect instrument when it comes to employment, and with this new Slidesgo template you have the perfect tool to become the most creative person in presenting any project. In this template, you'll find plenty of room to talk about experiences, values and skills. In addition, the design combines
modernity and creativity. In fact, it is based on images surrounded by colorful accents, which gives some dynamism to your presentation. Color backgrounds contain pastels of tone that follow the latest formatting trends. We know that this proposal will help you find this work of your dreams, so move and show everyone
what you can do! Features of this template 100% for editing and easy to modify 11 different slides Contains graphics and maps, Editable Includes 1000+ icons divided into 11 different themes for customizing slides Designed for use in Google Slides and PowerPoint 16:9 widescreen format, suitable for all types of displays
Includes information about fonts, colors, and credits of the used resources Browse our free Google Slides themes and PowerPoint templates and use them as a great way to engage your public. Creative, professional and with an out-the-box design you will stand out from the crowd. Since presentations don't have to be
boring, give the audience a nice and memorable experience. Create a creative presentation in minutes with this customizable template. There is a growing trend of using visual techniques to better re-download concepts, so this design mimics the types of doodles that you would draw on the board. Use this multifunctional
theme for the next lesson, presenting a marketing project or running a co-creative workshop in your company. Any content will shine! This playful and colorful template mimics a sheet of paper. You can use it in education, to showcase lessons or to a creative project in the classroom, although it is also suitable for
conferences. Embrace the autumn season with this creative template. Warm colours and foliage with their distinctive autumn tons determine the right atmosphere for this shape. This is a versatile theme when it comes to talking about autumn, but it also serves to showcase a new clothing collection or advertise the
Autumn Sales Season. With this creative template, your presentation will spot you. It uses the textures of a watercolor to create a calm feel with pastel colors, and the handwritten text gives a warm and personal touch. Use this theme to present and engage the audience, regardless of their age. Stand out from the crowd
with this free presentation template. Organic shapes and neon green paint give this theme a glass modern look that will leave no one soulless. This theme is perfect for talking about music, technology, videoigarah or innovation. This free template has colorful wallpapers with an abstract gradient. Make a stunned
presentation of PowerPoint or Google Slides in half the time. The original look and colors is perfect for talking about LGBTI, creativity, art or music festivals. Be original and impress the audience at the next conversation using this modern template. This design has dark background, geometric fonts and abstract 3D
shapes that convey the techie look. Rotate the audience at the next conference or meeting with this strongest presentation. Don't select this free template if you don't want your intention to be noticed. It has a bold shape with geometric shapes and neon colors that give the glass a modern look. With its original look, neo-
neo-colors and shapes that resemble game tiles, it's perfect for talking about videogame, eSports or other cyber activities. Do you want us to see you with the next presentation? Then you must use this bold and colorful template. This design mimics the artwork of cut-out paper, which has been in Vogue lately. Stop
worrying about design and choose this theme to motivate and influence the audience. Be the most creative in the room by using this artistic template in the presentation. To achieve a handmade style, it uses background texture with stains of color and colorful gradients. Use it to talk about creativity, art, DIY or craft
projects... this colorful topic will surprise and engaged audiences regardless of their age. Take advantage of this free template to be original and delight the audience the next time you talk. This shape has an abstract background of kontour lines in dark green. Related to the technology fonts in the style that video game
downloads. Presentation on cloud computing, SaaS development, servers and networks, cybersecurity, or other technology-related topics with this free template. It includes a set of isometric technological illustrations that you can edit to interpret specific concepts. Sort by: Best matchesBest sellersNewestBest
ratedTrendingCena: low to high Price: high to lowFilter &amp; Refine2250 resultsSzor allPage 2Sort by: Best matchBest sellersNewestBest ratedTrendingPrice: low to highPrice: high to lowFilter &amp; Refine2250 resultsProse all It has a lot of slide layouts to choose, you can make a professional Powerpoint or Google
Slides presentations in minutes. Create stunning slides with color and photos, while text content maintains a minimal and modern style. Free Presentation Templates (Google Slide and Powerpoint Templates) : Includes 12 SlidesMinimal Portfolio Look Book – image Free Google slide and free Powerpoint
TemplatesPPTMON Free Templates Features : Free Goolgle Slides theme and Free PowerPoint TemplatesFully editable and Easy To edit 12 unique sweets Keep editing graphics and mapsPlati intended for use u Google Slajdu i PowerPoint16:9 wide screen format pokladan for all types of screenMinimal and corporate
design but this works with the nom akcenom. Theme rich with features with Styles for graphs, charts and tables We believe that displaying your own artistic portfolio as a presentation is super original and cool. If you specialise in It's like a collection of blank canvases for you to show you your work. Give this template a try
and prepare pens for brushes! This new portfolio template can be defined in two words: abstract and creative. It has a lot of waving shapes, pastel color and quirky slide layout mode. Go ahead and add your information, including education, experience, mockup of your website and some pictures... All kinds of buildings
surround us, from apartments to museums. But how do you know who designed them? Or better yet, how do people know you designed them? Present your architectural work thanks to this new portfolio presentation template, completely free and flexible. A visually impressive portfolio is always a good sign of creativity,
but it opens doors everywhere. This abstract template plays around with the depth of the field and color gradients. In addition to the layouts that you can edit with studies and previous projects, we have added some images related to the film industry.... Want to show off your beautiful packaging models? This new
template is for you, which contains geometric layouts, many mockupo, where you can add your own work, soft colors, and useful slides to define your previous experience and educational background. This is graphic design at best! Inform others about your potential with this creative portfolio! We have just created an
excellent template that will help you share your work with the recruiters. Get out of here now! Sometimes dreams come true. If you want to land this job, you can't stop thinking about it, you've prepared yourself for it, you're ready for it! But wait, the first step is to create a portfolio and for that we have designed this
template. It is very artistic and inspiring, allowing you to present your... Fashion shows are many around the world and a lot of people gather to see and better see the latest creations in clothing. If you are a fashion designer and want to stand out from others, try creating a professional portfolio using our latest... Here in
Slidesg, we think art is one of the most beautiful things in the world. Art is in our DNA, so we want to help our fellow artists increase their portfolios with this new free template that we have just designed. Artistic skills to build must take years of experience and knowledge. Of course, you'll want to show your past work,
whether they were in books, magazines or websites, potential clients to impress them. So why not use templates specifically created for portfolios to show your talent? Imagine some elegant slides where you can express your creativity without borders. That's the template! Very elegant images are included and the
layouts are simple but elegant. Present your experiences and portfolio. Maybe I could be the next major photographer for the magazine! We have just created this portfolio template, whose professional appearance and easyness are free Your personal brand will stand out, especially because of the The way we spilled
our slides. Start adding project images and include studies and experiences – don't leave your phone too far because you will... We live in an age of the Internet, which is why companies, agencies, services and almost every company or organization needs a website. Someone designs them, so if you are one of those
web designers gurus and want to create an interesting portfolio to showcase your work, this free presentation template is your... Inspire your options or employers with our latest work portfolio template, created exclusively for interior designers. Show your expertise and ineh with what you're capable of by adding your
photos and even designing a touch to this template that can be completely edited. A good portfolio is the perfect instrument when it comes to employment, and with this new Slidesgo template you have the perfect tool to become the most creative person in presenting any project. Many people think that no doubt tattoos
are a form of self-expression. They believe it's art, and as such, there's a lot of effort to put into it. If you are an illustrator and expert of this discipline and want to show your portfolio, use this new template! Photography is one of the most beautiful ways to express yourself, and many are considered a form of art. It takes a
lot of creativity and skill, and connecting with the audience is difficult. Thanks to this new free proposal you will be able to present your portfolio and get... Are you ready to show your work? Discuss your experiences and present some projects with this template that will bring your eyes. We have included various sections
and graphic resources that can be easily customized to meet your needs. If you are looking to display your creativity this is your slide deck. Deck.
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